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Summary
Objective: Among the factors determining
prognosis in patients with malignant glioma, the
extent of resection has long been controversial.
However, recent data have shown that patients
derive a survival benefit from extensive tumour
resection. 5-aminolaevulinic acid (5-ALA)induced fluorescence renders more complete resection possible in malignant glioma. We report
on the feasibility of the method in daily clinical
practice, the benefits for patients and surgeons,
the technical limitations and the methods we have
devised of overcoming these limitations.
Methods: We describe our initial experience in
74 cases undergoing gross total resection, partial
resection and biopsy. Fluorescence intensity and
histological data are analysed, specificity and sensitivity are calculated according to fluorescence
intensity, and the pitfalls and limitations are defined. The fluorescence signal was quantified via
digital video data and by single photon count.
Results: Solid fluorescence signals define tumours with a sensitivity of 0.98 and a specificity of
1.0. Vague fluorescence reduces sensitivity to 0.76
and specificity to 0.85. Limitations of 5-ALA-

assisted surgery are apparent within the interobserver interpretation of solid or vague fluorescence, heterogeneity of gliomas, invasion beyond
the resection cavity and intercell heterogeneity of
porphyrin IX fluorescence.
Conclusion: 5-ALA-induced PIX fluorescence
improves the results in high-grade glioma surgery
for gross total resection. Specificity and sensitivity
in regions of solid fluorescence are very high.
Quantitative analysis of fluorescence intensity
corrects the reduced reliability of the method in
areas of vague fluorescence and renders gross total
resection more feasible without additional risk to
the patient. PIX fluorescence is easy to implement
in daily neurosurgical practice and side effects are
very few. Heterogeneous tumours with lower
grade elements and satellite lesions cannot be reliably resected using fluorescence-assisted surgery
alone. In these cases the additional use of intraoperatively updated imaging-based neuronavigational methods (MR, ultrasound) is needed.
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Despite improvements in local tumour control, the prognosis for high-grade glioma patients
remains dismal. The biological characteristics of
high-grade glioma cells, such as their marked invasive tendency, very high proliferation rate and
genetic variability, combined with the obstacle of
the blood-brain barrier and lack of redundancy
for brain structures, leave few therapeutic options.
As far as surgery is concerned, resection of the
main tumour mass to achieve debulking in symp-

tomatic patients is a widely accepted strategy, as is
biopsy for diagnostic procedures. The actual benefit of aggressive tumour resection for patient survival in high-grade gliomas, however, remains
controversial. Recent publications based on preand postoperative volumetric MR imaging data
redefine the relevance of extensive cytoreduction,
with increasing evidence in favour of surgical resection as a paramount prognostic factor for patient survival [1]. However, for the benefit to be
statistically significant more than 98% of the ini-
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tial tumour mass must be removed. Since intrinsic
tumours such as gliomas do not have a distinct
margin between the tumour mass and the surrounding brain, achieving such substantial tumour resection represents a major challenge to
the neurosurgeon and, according to historical
data, is feasible only in about 20% of high-grade
glioma cases. Residual contrast enhancement in
postoperative MR images as a sign of subtotal
resection is regularly detected at the resection
margins, reflecting the difficulty of accurately
distinguishing intraoperatively between areas of
infiltration and oedematous brain [2].
Neoplastic cells synthesise abundant intracellular protoporhyrin IX (PIX) after systemic or
topical administration of 5-aminolaevulinic acid
(5-ALA). Illumination of PIX at an appropriate

Figure 1a
Intraoperative microscopic image of a
glioblastoma multiforme as seen under
440 nm UV light (left,
tumour is red) and
corresponding pseudocolour enhanced
intensity quantification (right). The quantification of PIX fluorescence helps to define the resection
margins more precisely.

Figure 1b
Tumour samples are
taken with a biopsy
needle to ensure consistent sample size
and are analysed by
a photomultiplier to
evaluate the virtual
fluorescence intensity map created
from the microscope’s video signal.
Specimen location
(bottom left) and corresponding colourcoded graph (right).
The white sample represents background
noise (measured in a
Petri dish). The corresponding histologies
are shown under the
graph.
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ultraviolet wavelength (440 nm) induces a visible
(635 nm) red fluorescence which has been used
for years in ophthalmology, urology, dermatology
and other clinical settings to improve diagnosis
and facilitate treatment. The use of 5-ALA to aid
in the intraoperative identification of malignant
gliomas is considerably newer [3] and was recently evaluated in a multicentre study, showing
better cytoreduction and marked benefit for the
patients [4].
Over the last 12 months we have used 5-ALA
induced PIX fluorescence to assist in the resection of high-grade gliomas in 74 cases. We report
on the feasibility of the method in daily clinical
practice, on the benefits for patient and surgeon,
the technical limitations and ways of overcoming
those limitations.
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Figure 2
Top left: detail of
the tip of the brain
biopsy needle used.
Inset: same biopsy
needle with tissue cylinder still in place as
seen under 440 nm
UV light. Bottom left:
histology (PAS) of the
same tissue sample
as above, showing
the tumour demarcation line, matching
what was seen under
UV light. Right: the
intraoperative MR
images (axial, sagittal
and coronal gadolinium-enhanced T1
sequences) demonstrate a 4 mm periventricular
lesion and the biopsy
needle in place.

Methods
Patients with suspected malignant glioma received
20 mg/kg of 5-ALA (medac GmbH, 22880 Wedel, Germany) 5 to 6 hours preoperatively. Surgery was then performed under standard conditions, with no specific modifications in the operating room setting. Patients were
kept indoors for 48h after drug intake, away from direct
sunlight exposure.
The 440 nm ultraviolet (UV) light source, an optional component of the OPMI Pentero microscope (Carl
Zeiss AG, 73447 Oberkochen, Germany), was operated
by the surgeon with a switch on the microscope handle
during surgery. All operative cases were assessed for fluorescence and histology. Further resections under fluorescent light after the surgeon’s initial evaluation of “gross
total resection” under white light were specifically
recorded.
Tissue samples were labelled according to the surgeon’s subjective impression under white and UV light.
The exact location of these samples was noted on the
preoperative MR images and, if available, on the FETPET scans. Correlations between the tissue samples’ histology, their degree of fluorescence (vague +, solid ++),
their appearance under white light (no tumour, possible

tumour, tumour, necrosis), and their MR presentation resulted in an estimated specificity and sensitivity of those
modalities
Using a computer program developed in-house the
550–740 nm wavelength video signal from the microscope was analysed and the virtual intensity of the fluorescence defined relative to the patient’s individual maximum fluorescent region. Specimens taken from corresponding areas were also analysed by photomultiplier and
the same specimens then sent for histology (Figure 1a,
1b).
Frameless stereotactic biopsies were performed with
the aid of the Treon neuronavigation system (Medtronic
Navigation, Louisville, CO 80027, USA). Magnetic
resonance images were taken using a semiportable intraoperative scanner (PoleStar N20, Medtronic Navigation,
Louisville, CO 80027 USA) with the biopsy needle still in
place to verify the exact placement and provide an objective reference. Identical protocols for administration of
5-ALA in patients for gross total resection and biopsy
were used. In the case of biopsies, tissue specimens were
placed under the Pentero microscope and inspected
under UV light (Figure 2).

Results
Between May 2006 and May 2007, “compassionate use” of 5-ALA was obtained from
Swissmedic for 75 patients, based on the suspected diagnosis of malignant glioma on preoperative imaging. Four of these patients never received 5-ALA (early emergency operation in two,
elevated liver enzymes in one and missed drug administration in one); three patients were operated
on twice using PIX fluorescence within the above
time frame. Thus altogether 74 fluorescence assisted surgical interventions for brain tumours
were performed over a one-year period.
Adverse effects were observed in two patients:
one patient showed slight reddening of the face

and arms approximately 11 hours after oral intake
of 5-ALA (20 mg/kg), and persisting for 2 days;
the other patient developed generalised oedema
including mucosal surfaces and required 4 days’
monitoring in the intensive care unit. Both patients made a complete recovery.
Of the 71 patients who received 5-ALA, 57
were diagnosed with a glioma (47 glioblastoma
multiforme [GBM], five anaplastic astrocytomas,
four fibrillary astrocytomas and one anaplastic
ependymoma); the remaining 14 patients presented tumours of other histological origin. Except in one patient with GBM, all malignant
gliomas showed solid fluorescence; in none of the
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Figure 3
Intraoperative microscopic image of a
glioblastoma multiforme as seen under
440 nm UV light (tumour is red fluorescence). Enlarged are
shown tumour regions with “solid” (++)
and “vague” (+) fluorescence; sensitivity
and specificity for PIX
fluorescence are
strongly influenced
by the intensity of the
fluorescence.

low-grade gliomas was fluorescence visible. Seven
non-glial pathologies also presented positive
fluorescence (one anaplastic meningioma, two
lymphomas, two metastases of colon carcinoma
and two cases of vasculitis).
Residual positive fluorescence was visible and
required further resection in 38 out of 42 cases
with intended gross total removal. Non-glial
neoplasias showed residual tumour tissue with
positive fluorescence in only one case. The calculated specificity for “solid” fluorescence was 100%
and the calculated sensitivity 98%. In regions of

“vague” fluorescence resection was more prone to
error, but with a calculated sensitivity of 76% and
a calculated specificity of 85% fluorescenceguided surgery proved still better than the surgeon’s estimate alone under white light (specificity 68%, sensitivity 66%) (Figure 3). Preliminary results for optical quantification of fluorescence intensity show equally high numbers for
specificity and sensitivity of “solid” fluorescence
down to 30–20% of the initial intensity. No solid
tumour was found which had less than 15% of
initial fluorescence intensity (Figure 1b).

Discussion
Applicability and complications
Considering that only four patients out of 71
(5.3%) dropped out, the use of 5-ALA in daily
clinical routine is straightforward. In emergency
cases the enzyme kinetics-dependent time lapse of
5–6 hours until maximal fluorescence intensity is
reached is impossible to achieve; accordingly,
some of our “missed 5-ALA administrations” were
rapidly deteriorating patients in need of emergency surgery. Although direct sunlight exposure
was avoided, we encountered one minor and one
serious adverse effect after oral intake of 5-ALA
(complication rate 2.7%). In neither of these two
patients was metabolic or liver disease known or
identified afterwards. Further indicators to define
patients with a potentially higher risk of complications after intake of 5-ALA are therefore warranted.
Gross total resection
All but one patient with malignant glioma
showed positive fluorescence. Residual tumour
with positive fluorescence was detected and removed in over 90% of all intended gross total resections. The high specificity and sensitivity of
solid fluorescence ensure more radical tumour
removal, since functional neuronal remnants are

virtually nonexistent in these regions [5]. Tracking
an intensely fluorescent tumour renders resection
more secure and rapid, the clearcut distinction between neoplasia and brain being reassuring for the
surgeon during and after tumour removal. The
situation is however very different in regions of
vague fluorescence. Specificity is lower and interpretation of the residual “red” of fluorescence is
surgeon-dependent. Within these infiltrative
zones intact neuronal structures and axonal connections are to be expected [5], and damage to
these may result in serious postoperative neurological deficits. To avoid the imprecision of the
terms “solid” and “vague”, and to reduce the subjective interpretation range of fluorescence
(thereby improving the specificity and sensitivity
of the method within areas of “vague” fluorescence), a system of optical quantification and false
colour reproduction of PIX fluorescence intensity
has been developed (Figure 1a). With this system
the intensity of the patient’s individual PIX fluorescence in relation to the tumour’s maximum can
be correctly quantified and vague fluorescence
can now be defined as 15% to 30% of the initial
tumour’s maximum value. The histological specifications of the tumour and infiltrated brain in
relation to the analysed fluorescence intensity
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may in the near future help to define more clearly
the borders between brain and tumour.
The PIX fluorescence technique is a helpful
addition to the tools available for gross total resection of malignant gliomas. The goal of at least
98% volume reduction can be made easier and at
the same time safer by optimising the method
through implementation of false colour reproduction of fluorescence intensity.
Gross total resection in non-glial tumours
Although some non-glial intracranial tumours, such as metastases of colon carcinoma or
one case of anaplastic meningioma, also showed
positive fluorescence, this technique did not alter
or facilitate surgical strategies in these instances,
and we saw no gain with regard to resection volume in these tumours. In all but one of these cases
the tumour could be removed completely under
conventional white light, without residual solid
fluorescent tissue remaining. Even more disturbingly, metastases often showed a vague fluorescent peripheral rim within adjacent brain
which proved histologically negative. This falsepositivity may be due to a blood-brain barrier
disruption and/or a consequence of proliferative
microglia in the tumour’s vicinity. This vague fluorescence potentially leads to erroneous judgments and resection of non-neoplastic brain
structures. On the basis of these findings we consider 5-ALA-induced fluorescence unsuitable for
gross total resection of non-glial intracranial tumours.
Biopsy
The high specificity and sensitivity of solid
fluorescence in high-grade gliomas allow immediate and reliable identification of these tumours.
We therefore used 5-ALA fluorescence even in
tumour cases that were considered only for partial
resection or even biopsy. When performing partial resections or open biopsies with this technique we expect to achieve a more accurate and
more sensitive diagnosis by sampling regions of
solid fluorescence for histology. Stereotactic needle biopsies, mainly used in tumours that are
deep-seated or located in the brain stem, need no
further samples if the first tissue fragment shows
intense solid fluorescence. In the last 12 months
15 patients underwent fluorescence-controlled
biopsies. In the 10 cases that were diagnosed with
malignant glioma, all already showed solid fluorescence in their first sample and all histologies
were conclusive. As a proof of concept, the accuracy of the biopsy needle placement was verified
by intraoperative MRI in three cases. The corre-
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lation of the tumour’s location, the position of the
biopsy needle and the detectable fluorescence
were determined (Figure 2). In all three cases an
exact match could be shown: the demarcation line
of the positive fluorescence matches the intraoperative imaging and the histological tumour border. We therefore take the view that in cases of
initial solid fluorescence the need to take multiple
samples to reduce sampling error is no longer
necessary. In these cases even frozen section verification can be omitted and positive fluorescence
alone relied on. This makes for a significantly
shorter operation and a less invasive procedure,
further reducing the morbidity of diagnostic
brain biopsies.
Limitations
High-grade gliomas are very often heterogeneous tumours with areas of low-grade differentiation, highly proliferative regions and necrosis.
Areas of necrosis and regions consisting of lowgrade elements do not show PIX fluorescence. An
exclusively fluorescence-controlled resection
would therefore fail to meet the goal of gross total
removal in a fair number of cases.
Gliomas are notoriously invasive tumours and
their migratory behaviour along axonal and basal
membrane-like structures [6–8] often leads to
satellite lesions far away from the main tumour
mass. UV light with a wavelength of 440 nm has a
penetration power of only about 0.5 mm from the
tissue surface; satellites therefore, even in very
close proximity to the main mass, will not be detected. These limitations of 5-ALA-induced fluorescence can easily be overcome using an intraoperatively updated neuronavigational system (MR,
ultrasound).
A shortcoming that cannot be easily overcome is the inconsistent ability of different highgrade glioma cells to produce PIX after administration of 5-ALA [9]. Among our own 74 fluorescence-guided cases we found one patient with a
malignant glioma not showing active fluorescence. That particular patient had had surgery before and been treated with radiotherapy and concomitant chemotherapy (TMZ). Although intraoperatively the recurrent tumour proved to be of
a very fibrous and hard consistency, the histological features were those of a typical glioblastoma
multiforme. In what ways and to what extent
chemotherapeutic agents, antiepileptic drugs and
steroids or ionising radiation can influence the
ability of malignant glioma cells to produce PIX is
currently under further investigation in our laboratory.
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Conclusions
5-ALA induced PIX fluorescence improves
the results in high-grade glioma surgery when the
goal is gross total resection. Its specificity and
sensitivity in regions of solid fluorescence are very
high. Quantitative analysis of fluorescence intensity corrects the reduced reliability of the method
in areas of vague fluorescence and renders gross
total resection more feasible without additional
risk to the patient. PIX fluorescence is easy to implement in daily neurosurgical practice and side
effects are very few. Non-glial tumours do not benefit to the same extent when operated on with
fluorescence-assisted surgery, since complete re-

section of such tumours is often not hindered by
visual discrimination errors.
Since fluorescence can define the region of
tissue sampling more accurately, multiple samples
are often not necessary in biopsies using 5-ALA
and UV light.
Heterogeneous tumours with lower grade
elements and satellite lesions cannot be reliably
resected by fluorescence-assisted surgery alone.
In these cases the additional use of intraoperatively updated imaging-based neuronavigational
methods (MR, ultrasound) is required.
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